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The Best Book to Cryptocurrency/Altcoin mining.All the necessary information you need to be

aware of to start mining crypto currencies. We will be looking at the hardware required, how

long it will take to get your Return over input.This book explains to you about cryptocurrency

mining from its very basics. Initially, you will learn about all the different terminologies

associated with the mining process. It includes the description of Blockchain, hardware wallet,

signature, cryptography etc. You will also be explained about the types of mining on the basis

of different parameters such as hardware and number of people involved in the mining

process.You will be briefed about the hardware components required for a cryptocurrency

mining setup. You'll be shown how to connect the components and a step by step

implementation of the mining process.
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PrefaceWriting the building GPU mining-rig bookComputing is my hobby. I build computers for

fun, sometimes for money, and spend most of my time browsing on eBay or the website of the

local second-hand market of electronic devices. How I got into the mining business is

interesting. In the summer of 2016, I went to buy a used radiator and pump for my computer.

The seller was a student living in a dormitory. I'd noticed a computer in the corner of his room

with three MSI Nvidia GTX 970 units. I asked him "Oh, you have a powerful computer over

there with three graphics cards, are they in SLI?". He answered, "No, they are not in SLI". I

suddenly thought that it might be mining related. I said, "Ah, you have free electricity here in

your room; I guess this is a mining rig". He said, "Yeah, how would you know? You must be

smart, because nobody said this to me since I moved here!" We chatted for about half an hour

and then I went home. Later that day, I started to read around the subject. I knew about Bitcoin



mining and that GPUs are as efficient as Bitcoin ASIC miners. Later, I texted him and asked

where and how he does the mining. He told me that he mines Ether, not Bitcoin, in a pool of

miners. What is a pool? Everything was new and so strange to me and so I became curious.

After a week, I built my first GPU mining rig using my Radeon R9 290 card. Fortunately, at the

same time, the AMD Radeon 400s series was launched and this was very useful since AMD

had not offered any new product for 1-2 years. Later, I placed an order for many Radeon RX

480 graphic cards and continued my GPU mining journey.On the internet, there is a lot of

information about the Bitcoin and Ethereum platforms. Much of the information is about the

development of cryptocurrency itself, improving the network efficiency and dealing with real-

world problems. As a computer expert, I did a lot of research to obtain a reasonable

understanding of how to build a GPU mining computer. It took me 2-3 month and cost me quite

a bit of money in experimenting. I learnt by trial and error. In spite of the availability of

informative blogs and forums, the information on GPU mining is very scattered and there is

very little information on building a GPU mining business. The hardware options are so varied

and no one has addressed them all in a blog or article. Also, I could not see any long-term

investment calculations and any information on how the mining business would develop.So, I

decided to write some guidelines, a kind of reference booklet covering the many topics that

have not been comprehensively addressed elsewhere. In addition to a quick review of

cryptocurrency platforms, my intention is to cover the generalcomputer hardware associated

with GPU mining and also to give some tips on buying hardware, tips that are hard to find on

general mining forums. I also want to discuss such topics as: the heat generated by a mining

rig and how this affects the life of the computer components and mining performance; the cost

and profit of GPU mining in the short and long term and their variability; and finally, how to

build a practical GPU mining rig costing from around $100 up to a multimillion-dollar mining

farm.Second revisionI started working on this book in October 2016 and it took me almost six

months to complete this first edition. I know it is far from being complete and there are still

more topics to cover in a future revision. Also, as my technical expertise is on hardware and

how to put the parts together, rather than on software development, most of the information in

Chapters 1 and 2, which covers general cryptocurrency and computer hardware knowledge,

have been gathered from the web. Moreover, I have tried to write this book in simple English to

facilitate understanding. Because English is not my mother tongue, I ask for your

understanding if my English at times is not a precise as it should be. I intend to improve the text

in the next edition, which I hope will be available by the beginning of the summer of

2017.However, the price of Ether has increased from $12 of February 2017, to $50 at end of

March and to $190 at the end of May. Also, AMD has released two new GPUs of Radeon 570

and 580. As these changes affect the earnings, cost and final profit of a GPU mining rig

dramatically, I saw a complete need for a refresh revision on the topics of the book. On the

other hand, I feel that step-by-step guide of building a GPU mining rig was not clear enough,

so I decided to add an additional Chapter 6 to this matter.Intended AudienceThis book is

written for those people who have little or no idea about the business of mining

cryptocurrencies and how to build a GPU mining rig. The reader does not need to have any

prior programming or technical scripting knowledge (a scripting or script language is a

programming language that supports scripts). So, it should be suitable for those who regard

themselves as "newbies". The topics of heat generation and life of components covered in

Chapter 3 and of the earning, cost and investment covered in Chapter 4, are rarely discussed

in the context of GPU mining, so these chapters may be of interest even to an expert in the

field of mining cryptocurrencies. In the final chapter, I have tried to collect all of the ideas on



building a GPU mining rig that I have been able to find on the web and I have putthe designs in

categories, for instance, chassis with open-air or closed-air designs. The advantages and

disadvantages of any particular component or design have been analyzed thoroughly to give

the reader as broad a view of the topic as possible.Conventions Used in This BookIn this book,

I used some typographical conventions. Text that has been highlighted contains important

messages and must be read carefully. A green highlight contains tips or guidelines; a yellow

highlight contains a warning. In Chapter 2, buying tips have been separated by lines, and

written with contact width italic. Hyperlinks in brackets link you to the source of the reference—

they are clickable and can be opened by a browser. Underlined text points to an important

opinion or fact. Unaltered quotations are given between quotation marks. Also, to avoid

confusion, sometimes there is a color connection with two sentences on different

lines.Donations and contributionsIn writing of this book, I have made considerable use of

Wikipedia.com. Some of the material contained on this site may not be totally accurate. I have

therefore thoroughly checked all the statistical information. Most of information that I have

obtained from Wikipedia or other websites such as Bitcoin Wiki, is related to the definition or

explanation of a topic. I have therefore decided to donate 10% of the profits from this book to

Wikipedia.com to help them improve their site. I will also give another 5% of the profits to

Zotero [zoh-TAIR-oh] which is a free, easy-to-use tool to help one collect, organize, cite, and

share research sources.Referencing, plagiarism and source linksThe citation and referencing

in this book has been facilitated by Zotero software. I used the ASME1 referencing format

which I found to be the most useful means of quoting internet references.2 All of the sources

and references used in the preparation of this book are freely available on the web. Also,

hyperlinks are added on each of the references on inside the text to ease up following the

source link. I would certainly encourage readers to check the material by going to the source of

information. Most of the definitions which I used in the book are from Wikipeida.com. For

statistical data and cited facts, I did not rely on Wikipedia alonebut have reconfirmed the data

by using other reliable sources. As most of the information in this book relates to the years of

2016 and 2017 and is likely to change quickly, I want to publish it swiftly and to update it from

time to time. Many of the purchase links to Ebook Tops or eBay may not available anymore, so

these will be refreshed in the next edition of the book; the reader may also be able to find them

using the "search phrases and key words". If there is anything in this book that has been

copyrighted and I inadvertently had not obtained the right to use it, I will immediately remove it

from the eBook once I have been notified.About me!I am a mechanical engineer. I had wanted

to study computers, but unfortunately in the mid-90s, I was given some bad advice. I was

asked "What you want to do with a computer degree? Make CDs and sell them! If you want to

have a bright future, choose something that is demanding, such as mechanical or civil

engineering." Listening to this advice was probably the worst mistake that I have made in my

life up to now. So, for a while I put my computers away and took an interest in cars; I spent

some years racing, and building and tuning cars. Later in life, I started to study business and

marketing. After obtaining two masters degrees in business studies, I still was only able to get

a job related to my engineering experience. I then started to think about doing a PhD. My hope

was to do research on renewable energy. But it did not happen. I started building PCs again,

inspired by one of my friends. I built a PC with an Intel i7 2600k processor3 just when the new

3rd generation Intel processor was about to come to the market. When I moved to Europe, I

continued working with computers, pursuing my lost passion. And then, as described above, I

got involved in the GPU mining world.Help me to improve the bookI have written this book

using Microsoft Word. I know the text may not be as complete as some reader would like. Also,



as said earlier, I am not a computer software expert, so I have not gone beyond what has been

quoted on the web and in other references. So, if you have any suggestions on how I might

improve these guidelines. I would be only too happy to receive them and take them into

account in any future revision. If you find this book helpful or you are interested in helping me

make a better content, please don't hesitate to contact me. I would also like to hearyour

opinions—all of your comments and criticisms would be welcomed, so please send them to me

by email to the publisherinfo@snowballpublishing.comLegal disclaimerThis book presents the

writer's personal recommendations based on his research and experience in building a GPU

mining rig and trading cryptocurrency. Trading and investing in such currencies is risky and

readers are advised to do their own research before building a GPU mining rig, or making any

trading or investment decisions.While the author has made every effort to ensure that the

information and instructions contained in this book are accurate, the author disclaims all

responsibility for any errors or omissions, including, without limitation, responsibility for

damages resulting from the use of or reliance on this work. Use of the information and

instructions contained in this book is at the reader's own risk. If any code samples or other

technology this work contains or describes is subject to open source licenses or the intellectual

property rights of others, it is the reader's responsibility to ensure that his or her use thereof

complies with such licenses and/or rights.Many of the designations used by manufacturers and

sellers to distinguish their products are claimed as trademarks. Where those designations

appear in this book, and the author was aware of a trademark claim, the designations have

been printed in capital letters or with an initial capital letter.AcknowledgmentsI was extremely

fortunate that Dr. Anthony Wrixon offered me to do this for me. His acceptation was the best

thing that has happened to me in many years. So, 2017 started spectacularly for me! I am

deeply grateful for all the help and effort that he has put into this book. It would have been

impossible for me to have written this book correctly without his technical writing skills and

outstanding observations. I wish him and his lovely wife, Nicole, healthy and prosperous

lives.This book represents the efforts and contributions of many people who have helped me

indirectly. I have taken so much information from the internet and publicly available websites. In

particular, this book has been written with the help of the Ethereum and GPU mining

community. My work on this book was encouraged and supported by my family. I am deeply

thankful.

Chapter 1What is GPU mining? A short review of cryptocurrency and GPU mining

platforms.1.1.Currency in generalA currency refers to money in any form when in actual use or

circulation as a medium of exchange, especially circulating banknotes and coins. A more

general definition is a system of money (monetary units) in common use, especially in a nation.

Under this definition, U.S. Dollars, British Pounds, Australian Dollars, and European Euros are

examples of currency [1] We also have fiat money and commodity money. Fiat money is a

currency established as money by government regulation or law. It differs from commodity

money and representative money. Commodity money is created from a good, often a precious

metal such as gold or silver, which has uses other than as a medium of exchange (such a good

is called a commodity), while representative money simply represents a claim on such a good

[2]. In the past, the money which was produced by a state was considered as representative

money because the printed money was backed by gold or silver and for each amount of printed

money, some amount of precious metal was held as a reserve to maintain the value of the

money. However, the link between the U.S. Dollar and gold was abolished in 1971.Fiat money

is printed by the Central Bank of the particular nation or system and most of the time it is



backed by precious metals such as gold or silver. There is no outer disciplinary organization

that says how much of what currency is to be made and distributed. This is based on the

government's decision and balancing of demand and supply. When too much money is being

printed, and enters the market, high inflation rates and devaluation of that currency often

occurs. However, the U.S. BEP4 states that "90% of printed U.S. Dollar money is just a

replacement of old and damaged" [3]. Accordingly, during the fiscal year 2014, the Bureau of

Engraving and Printing delivered approximately 6.6 billion notes to the Federal Reserve

(approximately 24.8 million notes a day) with a face value of approximately $560 million [4],

and in the fiscal year 2016, the BEP delivered 7.6 billion notes to the Federal Reserve.Travel

and tourism are the main driving forces for having foreign currency; trade anc business

purposes come second. A currency can be exchanged for another, and the exchange rate and

the exchange ratio depends on many economic and financial factors. A local currency

exchanger of a country usually trades best its national currency with other major currencies,

according to BIS5. In 2016, the most traded currencies by valuewere: USD with 87.6%, EUR

with 31.4%, JPY with 21.6%, GBP with 12.8%, AUD with 6.9%, CAD with 5.1%, CHF with

4.8% and CNY with 4.0%.1.2.CryptocurrencyA cryptocurrency has major differences with a

regular currency in terms of:1.2.1. Shape and form: cryptocurrency is a digital money while a

fiat money is physical, and can be produced in the form of notes or coins. A regular currency

can exist only on digital records, for instance, you have $100 in bank, but the bank may not

actually have your $100 stored in a safe; it may have spent it on things like investments or

loans. If you demand your $100, it may require some time to deliver it to you, so your actual

money only existed on records, in digital terms, in your bank account. A cryptocurrency does

not have a physical representation, it only exists on ledgers and records, in computers and

servers, but you may exchange it with another currency like Dollars or Euros.1.2.2. Operations:

cryptocurrency is founded on peer-to-peer (P2P) networks system. In a P2P6 system which is

based on a file sharing system, every computer, miner (a miner consists of a mining device, or

a mining computer that generates cryptocurrency. Read more about mining devices and miners

later in this chapter) or person is a node of the entire network, and everybody who is

connected is both a consumer and a supplier at the same time [6]. Thebackbone and the main

difference between a cryptocurrency and a fiattransactions and thus of the balance of every

account. A transaction is a file that says, "Bob gives X Bitcoin to Alice" and is signed by Bob.

After signing, a transaction is broadcast on the network, sent from one peer to every other

peer. This is basic P2P-technology. The transaction is known almost immediately by the whole

network. But only after a specific amount of time is it confirmed.Blockgeeks.com continues by

explaining that confirmation is a critical concept in cryptocurrencies. You could, in fact, say that

cryptocurrencies are all about confirmation. As long as a transaction is unconfirmed, it is

pending and can be forged. When a transaction is confirmed, it is set in stone. It is no longer

forgeable, and it can't be reversed as it is part of an immutable record of historical transactions

of the blockchain. Only miners can confirm transactions. This is their job in a cryptocurrency

network. They take transactions, stamp them as legitimate and spread them in the network.

After a transaction is confirmed by a miner, every node has to add it to its database. It has

become part of the blockchain.1.2.3. Governing body: the operation of a cryptocurrency is

different from that of a centralized banking system, like the Federal Reserve system, where

governments control the value of their currencies like USD through the process of printing fiat

money. Governments have no control over cryptocurrencies as they operate totally

independently A cryptocurrency is produced by the entire cryptocurrency system collectively

(the entire system consists of all of the mining system and the mining rigs of the entire



network), at a rate which is defined when the system is created and which is publicly

announced. So, an established cryptocurrency, such as Bitcoin or Ether, has a big community

which includes founders, investors, programmers, enthusiasts, miners, etc. that are responsible

for making and generating the cryptocurrency; they are not employed by a specific company or

bank and their citizenship is unknown.1.3.Cryptocurrency characteristicsNot being governed by

an organization doesn't mean it runs by itself. There are many rules and regulations that any

cryptocurrency operates under. There are major differences between each cryptocurrency.

These differences can be categorized as follows:1.3.1. Identity of cryptocurrency: a

cryptocurrency can only be created if miners solve a cryptographic puzzle. This puzzle is also

called a 'proof of work' system. According to Bitcoinwiki, "A proof of work is a piece of data

which is difficult (costly, time-consuming) to produce but easy for others to verify and which

satisfies certain requirements. Producing a proof of work can be a random process with low

probability so that a lot of trial and error is required on average before a valid proof of work is

generated." The difficulty in solving this puzzle increases with the amount of computational

power that the whole of the miner community brings, and there is a limit to the amount of the

particular cryptocurrency that can be created in a given amount of time. This is part of the

agreement that no peer in the network can break. Each cryptocurrency works with a

cryptographic hash function, and every cryptocurrency has a puzzle program, to which a miner

of that cryptocurrency must find the answer. In other words, the mining computers are required

to search for the right meaningless string such that the block satisfies a certain arbitrary

condition. Specifically, the hash of the block has to satisfy a certain number of leading zeros.

What are hashes? Hashes are one-way functions, so there is no easy way to find the right

nonce5 or otherwise to correctly engineer a block. The only known way to find a good nonce is

simply to try randomly until one turns out to work.Moreover, a hash algorithm turns an

arbitrarily large amount of data into a fixed-length hash. The same hash will always result from

the same data, but modifying the data by even one bit will completely change the hash. Like all

computer data, hashes are large numbers, and are usually written in hexadecimal form.

BitCoin uses the SHA-256 hash algorithm to generate verifiably "random" numbers in a way

that requires a predictable amount of CPU effort.For example, SHA-1 is a cryptographic hash

function. The result of the function is usually expressed as a 160-bit hex number. SHA-1 was

developed by the NSA. SHA-1 is widely considered the successor to MD5 (visit the link here to

make your own SHA-1 hash).Figure 1 - Presentation of input and output of SHA1

functionSHA-256 of Bitcoin generates a 256-bit hex number. Due to the security vulnerability of

SHA-1, it is being retired for most government uses. SHA-2 is similar to SHA-256 and has

been used since 2010. SHA-2 includes significant changes from its predecessor, SHA-1. The

SHA-2 family consists of six hash functions with digests (hash values) that are 224, 256, 384

or 512 bits: SHA-224, SHA-256, SHA-384, SHA-512, SHA-512/224, SHA-512/256. Most of

applications are now transiting to SHA-3 which is a 512-bit hex [9].Figure 2 - Presentation of

SHA-256 function and its output in 256-bit (32-byte) hash value.Figure 3 - Example of a

random input and Sha-512 hash algorithm outputSo, in summary, the hash algorithm is a one-

way function. There is no way of guessing the input from the output; the only way is to try

different inputs into the hash function and compare the results. Imagine Bitcoin network says

the output of hash algorithm

is:"55e15b6c11480345d913bdca7234b78359667a1559eb956b703e25488645190a"A

computer must go through billions of random inputs to generate such an output. An ASIC-

miner S9 which is a special Bitcoin mining computer can do ~14 terahashes per second!! This

can be purchased for about $1500 and consumes about 1400 watts of electricity.Ethash is the



planned PoW (proof of work) algorithm for Ethereum 1.0. It is the latest version of Dagger-

Hashimoto, although it should no longer appropriately be called that since many of the original

features of both algorithms have been drastically changed in the last months of research and

development7 [10].According to bitcoingmining.com "During the winter of 2011, a new industry

sprang up with custom equipment that pushed the performance standards of the algorithm

even higher. The first wave of these specialty bitcoin mining devices were easy-to-use Bitcoin

miners based on field-programmable gate-array (FPGA) processors and attached to computers

using a convenient USB connection. FPGA miners used much less power than CPU's or

GPU's and made concentrated mining farms possible for the first time [11]. Application-specific

integrated-circuit chips (ASICs) are bitcoin mining hardware created solely to solve Bitcoin

blocks. They have only minimal requirements for other normal computer applications.

Consequently, ASIC Bitcoin-mining systems can solve Bitcoin blocks much quicker and use

less electricity or power than older bitcoin-mining hardware like CPUs, GPUs or FPGAs. As

Bitcoin mining increases in popularity and the Bitcoin price rises so does the value of ASIC

Bitcoin-mining hardware. As more Bitcoin-mining hardware is deployed and more miners share

resources to solve the problem, the security of the Bitcoin network becomes increasingly more

difficult. Diving deeper, the difficulty level of mining operations with Bitcoin tends to adjust itself

after every 2016 blocks. The difficulty of the adjustment will depend on the network's

performance, which takes into account the availability of the hashing power and the average

time taken to discover new blocks. If the block generation time is faster than 6 new blocks an

hour, then the difficulty will increase. Similarly, if the block discovery time is higher than 10

minutes, owing to increased difficulty, the time will be reduced to ensure a constant rate of

generation.Also, this makes it impossible to profitably compete without a Bitcoin ASIC system.

Furthermore, Bitcoin ASIC technology keeps getting faster, more efficient and more productive,

so it keeps pushing the limits of what makes the best Bitcoin mining hardware. At the moment,

the new S9 Antminer can do 11 TH/s, with only 1078 watts at a price of ~$1300. By

comparison, a 6-GPU miningrig with six of AMD RX 470 4GB, consumes 1000 watts and at a

cost of ~$2000, makes only 2 GH/s * 6 = 12 GH/s, almost 1000 times less.On the negative

side, ASIC miners are not cheap, not everyone can build them (they have complex circuitry and

cannot be assembled or made like an ordinary computer). But as a miner (someone who

operates in a mining business or has a mining system), you can buy them and let them run.

Also, these days, the profit generation is not too high. During 2014, the next generation (not

Bitcoin based) of cryptocurrencies started in which developers tried to code the currency

toward ASIC-resistance programming. For example, the Ethereum platform is totally GPU

friendly, and the algorithm does not favor any machines other than simple desktop GPUs for

mining. In GPU mining, the concept is "fair-mining" which means that everyone can build and

access the mining equipment and engage with the platform. In addition, in the past, we learnt

that most BitCoin miners became obsolete soon after the next more efficient ASIC miners

entered. These made them unprofitable even to run, and the cost of the investment was never

recovered. On the other hand, Ethashproof of work is ASIC resistant and memory hard; it

requires a 2+ GB of memoryto run the algorithm and it is GPU friendly by design [12].To make

a long story short, it can be said that each cryptocurrency has its own puzzles to be solved and

the miner get rewards by finding the solution.1.3.2. Currency production and rewarding system:

Here is the one main difference between cryptocurrencies and fiat currencies. In a fully

decentralized monetary system, there is no central authority that regulates the monetary base.

Instead, currency is created by the nodes of a peer-to-peer network. The cryptocurrency

generation algorithm defines, in advance, how the currency will be created and at what rate



[13].Accordingly, by a default of programming, the total number of bitcoins has an asymptote

(i.e., approaches to finite number) of 21 million Bitcoins. The last Bitcoin will be mined in 2140.

The successful miner finding the new block is rewarded with newly created bitcoins and

transaction fees. As of 9 July 2016, the reward amounted to 12.5 newly created bitcoins per

block added to the blockchain. To claim the reward, a special transaction called a coinbase is

included with the processed payments. All bitcoins in existence have been created in such

coinbase transactions. The bitcoin protocol specifies that the reward for adding a block will be

halved after every 210,000 blocks (approximately every four years). Eventually, the reward will

decrease to zeroas the number of bitcoins approach the limit of 21 million bitcoins. This limit

was set artificially by bitcoin's inventor, Nakamoto, at bitcoin's inception [14]8.With the

Ethereum platform, it is a different story, as ethereum.org states "according to the terms

agreed by all parties on the 2014 presale, issuance of ether is capped at 18 million ethers per

year (this number equals 25% of the initial supply). This means that while the absolute

issuance is fixed, the relative inflation is decreased every year." In theory, if this issuance were

kept indefinitely, then at some point the rate of new tokens created every year would reach the

average amount lost yearly (by misuse, accidental key lost, death of holders, etc.) and an

equilibrium would be reached. Five ethers are created in every block (roughly every 15-17

seconds) to the miner of the block, and 2-3 ethers are sometimes sent to another miner, if they

were also able to find a solution but his/her block wasn't included (called uncle/aunt)

[15].1.4.Engaging with Cryptocurrency and Mining processSo how can a person or an

organization be engaged with the cryptocurrency? Here I summarize difference scenarios that

might arise.1.4.1. Trade in exchange marketBeing a kind of currency makes cryptocurrency a

commodity that can be traded or exchanged with other fiat currencies or cryptocurrencies. At

the moment, few cryptocurrencies such as Bitcoin, Ethereum, etc. can be cashed or

exchanged with real fiat money, and many of the non-popular cryptocurrencies can only be

exchanged with other cryptocurrencies. Also, cryptocurrency is not yet accepted by the normal

banking systems, although there is a momentum toward adding Bitcoin to the exchange basket

of some banking systems, other cryptocurrencies have a long way to go before they can enter

the life of ordinary people. In spite of the uncertainty related to how banking systems and

money investment firms will respond toward cryptocurrencies, tens of cryptocurrency exchange

platforms already exist that let a user to trade them efficiently.How big is this trade market? You

are not going to believe it. At the end of January 2017, the Bitcoin market capitalization is

$14,894,755,171 ($14.8 billion!) and during the last 24 hours, $91,746,600 at a price of ~$923

have been traded. The Ethereummarket cap is $949,411,663, and during the same 24 hours,

$7,923,710 of ETH at a price of $10.77 have been traded [16]. Statistics and information of the

market capitalization and trade volume is available from most of the cryptocurrency trade

websites, such as coinmarketcap.com, and also in most of the websites of mining pools. About

644 currencies are currently being traded online.Let's talk about the big traders in today's

cryptocurrency market. When you study the statistical data on a cryptocurrency exchange, you

will find out who has the biggest trade volume in the market. According to coinmarketcap.com,

Poloniex has the most trade with ~ $2.4 million on 5th Feb. 2017. Poloniex was founded in

January 2014, is based in the United States, and is a leading cryptocurrency exchange offering

over 100 Bitcoin (BTC) markets for trading [17]. Kraken was founded in 2011. It is San

Francisco-based and is the largest Bitcoin exchange in Euro volume and liquidity and it also

trades Canadian Dollars, U.S. Dollars, British pounds and Japanese yen. Kraken was the first

Bitcoin exchange to have its trading price and volume displayed on the Bloomberg Terminal

[18]. Based in Hong Kong and founded in 2012, Bitfinex was the largest bitcoin exchange by



U.S. Dollar volume prior to being hacked. Bitfinex had lots of troubles inside its platform and

with the outside world. On August 2016, it was hacked and almost $60m worth Bitcoin were

stolen. As a result, the price of Bitcoin fell by 20% [19].Table 1 - The top 20 traders of

Ethereum in exchange market on 22. May.2017. Ethereum is the world's 2nd largest

cryptocurrency which is being traded after Bitcoin.# SourcePairVolume (24h)PriceVolume (%)1

PoloniexETH/BTC$289,462,000$169.7724.51%2 BithumbETH/KRW

$170,825,000$222.1214.47%3 CoinoneETH/KRW$1 17,878,000$221.059.98%4 GDAXETH/

USD$91,443,800$172.017.74%5 KorbitETH/KRW$66,280,800$222.755.61%6 BitfinexETH/

USD$65,145,500$166.005.52%7 KrakenETH/EUR$57,888,200$163.364.90%8 KrakenETH/

BTC$50,193,100$169.224.25%9 YunbiETH/CNY$31,845,100$184.332.70%10 BitfinexETH/

BTC$30,905,500$168.802.62%11 BittrexETH/BTC$26,21 1,700$169.592.22%12 KrakenETH/

USD$25,295,800$164.002.14%13 BTC-EETH/USD$1 6,394,100$167.401.39%14 GeminiETH/

USD$14,980,700$167.631.27%15 LivecoinETH/BTC$1 3,136,800$164.451.11%16 BTC-

EETH/BTC$13,107,000$168.661.11%17 PoloniexETH/USDT$12,922,500$164.811.09%18

GDAXETH/BTC$12,569,600$168.931.06%19 GeminiETH/BTC$7,237,220$167.620.61%20

bitFlyerETH/BTC$4,552,770$175.680.39%
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